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Abstract—Process Mining or Process Discovery is a method to 
automatically discover process models from event log data. Since 
the process discovery is gaining attention among researchers as 
well as practitioners, the quality of the resulted process models is 
required. Business process model contains sequence and parallel 
traces. Many algorithms have been employed for process 
discovery, such as Alpha, Alpha ++ and Heuristic Miner. Both 
Alpha ++ and existing Heuristic Miner cannot discover processes 
containing parallel OR. In this paper we propose the modified 
Heuristic Miner which utilizes the threshold intervals to discover 
parallel XOR, AND, and OR. The threshold intervals are 
determined based on average dependency measure in 
dependency graph. The results show that the modified Heuristic 
Miner can discover OR split and join which cannot be discovered 
by Alpha ++ as well as the existing Heuristic Miner. 

Keywords—Process Discovery; Discovery Parallel Activity OR 
and AND; Modified Heuristic Miner 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Analyzing the varieties of business process requires a 

business process modeling [1, 2]. Process discovery is one of 
the most difficult task in process mining and the large 
unsupervised learning task in nature due to the fact that event 
log rarely contains negative events [3]. The proposed process 
discovery is to make the business process model from event 
log. The structure of a business process model can be 
expressed as a graph which is containing a set of nodes 
connected by the edge [4]. There are a lot of algorithms which 
is used for process discovery. Alpha ++ is one of the algorithm 
which is used for process discovery. This algorithm uses Petri 
nets principal to make the model [5]. Alpha ++ algorithm can 
discover event log containing short loop and XOR, AND 
parallel process [6]. Petri Net model used in alpha ++ only can 
discover parallel process which is caused by XOR and AND. 
Because of that, Heuristic Miner appears as new algorithm. 

Heuristic Miner uses Causal-Net (C-Net) and does not 
employ Petri Net, since Petri Net cannot model OR parallel [7]. 
This paper changes the parallel model of C-Net to improve 
readability which is shown in Table I. 

C-net can model OR but the existing Heuristic Miner only 
can model XOR and AND. Unfortunately, a lot of models use 
OR for split and join. Moreover in Heuristic Miner there is no 
method to determine limitation of threshold value to discover 
business process model. 

Therefore, this paper proposes modified Miner Heuristic 
algorithm which can discover business process models 
containing OR relations by determining the appropriate 
threshold. 

TABLE I.  C-NET AND PROPOSED PARALLEL MODEL 

C-Net Model Proposed Model 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Event log 
The starting point of analysis is an event log, which is 

basically a set of process executions capturing the different 
business activities. However, typical event log will contain 
much more information, for instance organizational 
information concerning the performers of the different 
activities [5, 8]. Event log is divided into three parts i.e. Case, 
Trace, and Activity. 

 Case and Trace 
A case is a record of events related to a single executed 

process instance. Case can be described as the production 
process of one stuff. Whereas trace records sequence of events 
that belong to the same case [9]. For example in event log (1). 
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In that event log: 
1. Contains  4 trace .i.e. (a,c,d), (b,c,d), (a,c,d), 

(b,c,e) 
2. Contains 147 case .i.e. (a,c,d) executed 45 time, 

(b,c,d) 42 time, (a,c,e) 38 time, and  (b,c,e) 22 
time. 

 Activity 
Activity is part of event log presenting sub of production 

process of a stuff or certain production process. Example in 
event log in (1), the event log contains five activities i.e. {a, b, 
c, d, e}.. 

B. Parallel AND 
Parallel AND is used when parallel split pattern occurs. 

The mechanism which is allows activity in split or join to 
perform concurrently rather than serially is defined as Parallel 
Split pattern. Two or more paths which are made from split of 
a single path so at the same time two or more activity can be 
started or the activity in split shall be executed. All of 
algorithm in process discovery can model AND [10]. 

C. Conditional OR 
Conditional OR is used when multiple choice pattern 

occurs. The alternative paths may be chosen from one to all at 
performance-time in Multiple Choice pattern. Technically, one 
path pattern may be allowed to choose in Multiple Choice. But 
when the process flow stops unexpectedly, this could be 
considered as invalid situation [11]. 

While mining a log from multiple choice workflow, some 
available discovery algorithms cannot identify the correct 
representation of the workflow. Some algorithms identify the 
model as AND-split, while other identify the model as XOR-
split [12]. Alpha ++ which uses Petri net for modelling [10] 
cannot model OR. 

D. Single Choice XOR 
Single Choice XOR is used when there is only one activity 

to be executed [11]. All of algorithm in process discovery can 
model XOR. 

E. Mining Parallel Activity in Existing Heuristic Miner 
The existing Heuristic Miner can only discover XOR and 

AND, because the formula of parallel activity only has 
threshold of AND.  

It cannot discover OR because threshold interval only 
divides into two regions. If threshold is zero the parallel split 
and join are XOR. However, if threshold is more than zero the 
parallel split and join are AND [13]. 

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 
The difference between modified Heuristic Miner and the 

existing Heuristic Miner is the Mining Parallel Activity. The 
modified method changes the parallel measure formula in the 
Mining Parallel Activity and determines threshold to decide 
split and join that will be used in the model. The formula of 

Mining Parallel Activity is described in step of Heuristic Miner 
and the threshold of parallel activity is described in discover 
XOR, OR, and AND. 

A. Step in Heuristic Miner Algorithm 
Based on [13] there are three steps to discover model from 

event log using Heuristic Miner. 

1) Mining Dependency Graph 
Constructing dependency graph is the starting point of the 

Heuristic Miner Algorithm. The truly dependency between two 
event A and B (notation A =>W B) is indicated using frequency 
based metric. The frequency produces matrix frequency direct 
successor. Heuristic search use calculated =>W values between 
events in event log. 

The Formula for dependency measure to decide 
dependency relation between activities in control-flow 
network. 

, 
where the symbols mean: 

 : value of depency measure from a to b 
 : frequency activity a is direct followed by activity b 
 : frequency activity b is direct followed by activity a 

Equation (2) produce matrix dependency measure which 
use to make dependency graph. 

A Weijters and Sofie Crude in [13, 10] described Heuristic 
Miner, which uses few threshold to determining dependency 
measure. All off the threshold are described in the short 
description below. 

a) Relative-to-best threshold (RBT) 
Relative-to-best threshold indicates the edge which we are 

going to accept (i.e. the edge which is inserted into the 
resulting control-flow network) if the difference between the 
value of the dependency measure in matrix dependency  
measure and the maximum value of the dependency measure 
matrix dependency  measure is below the value of this 
threshold. 

This paper suggests that this threshold value close with the 
average value of dependency measure in control-flow network. 

 First step to get Relative-to-best threshold is to calculate 
the average (Avg) of positive dependency measure in 
matrix dependency (PDM) measure. 

 Second step is to determine upper and lower limits of 
threshold interval using standard deviation. This paper 
suggest average (Avg) of positive dependency measure 
(PDM) as upper limit and average of dependency 
measure minus standard deviation (SD) as lower limit. 

 The last step is to determine relative-to-best threshold. 
This paper suggest formula in (3) to determine relative-
to the best threshold. 
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b) Positive observations threshold 
Positive observations threshold can control the minimum 

frequencies of dependency between activities. Using the 
relation only when the number of frequency between activities 
is same or above the threshold’s value (i.e. there are 
dependency of two activity a and b so the Positive observation 
threshold is | a > w b | + | b > w a |). Positive to the best 
threshold use the minimum frequency direct successor in 
matrix frequency direct successor [12]. 

c) Dependency threshold 
Dependency threshold is used to choose dependency 

measure in matrix dependency which is lower than the value of 
the threshold. This paper suggest formula as in (4) to determine 
dependency threshold. 

 
 

2) Checking Short Loop (Length One Loop and Length 
Two Loop) 

Activity may be execute by process in multiple time. This 
condition is refers as loop. Using dependency measure make 
Heuristic Miner does not have problem with long distance 
loop, but it has problem with detect short loop. Formula for 
Length One Loop as in (5). 

 

, 
where the symbols mean: 

 : value of dependency Length One Loop 
 : frequency activity a is direct followed by activity a 

= frequency is activity a direct 
followed by activity x which x is one of activity in event log. 

Formula for Length Two Loop as in (6). 

 

, 
where the symbols mean: 

 : value of dependency Length Two Loop 
  : frequency of aba in event log 
  : frequency of bab in event log 

 
3) Mining Parallel Activity 
Heuristic Miner use parallel measure threshold to discover 

parallel activity. First step to discover parallel activity is the 
determination of input output activity using causal matrix 
(Table II). 

TABLE II.  CAUSAL MATRIX 

 

If the input output is more than one activity then there is the 
possibility of parallel, therefor parabllel measure can be 
counted. In the existing method the formula of parallel measure 
is in (7). 

, 
where the symbols in (7) mean:  : parallel 

measure between b and c, split in a;  : frequency 
activity b is direct followed by activity c;  : frequency 
activity c is direct followed by activity b;  : frequency 
activity a is direct followed by activity b; and  : 
frequency activity a is direct followed by activity c 

The existing method set the frequency of direct activities in 
the event log. However, there are indirect activities that can 
increase the chance of discovering AND parallel. Therefore, 
the modified method additionally sets the frequency of indirect 
activities in the event log. For example in (5), the existing 
Heuristic Miner calculate parallel measure of activity b and c 
which split in activity a. This (7) use frequency direct activity 
of parallel choice i.e. activity b and c ( ) and activity c 
and b ( ), whereas in parallel AND can be executed as 
far as all activities in split and join are executed in all trace in 
event log. Therefor in modified Heuristic Miner for count 
parallel measure activity b and c which split in a use both of 
frequency direct and indirect of parallel choice which split in 
parent activity i.e. activity b and c ( ) and activity c 
and b ( ), for XOR and OR threshold use frequency 
of activity in parallel choice that is not followed by another 
activity in parallel choice. The formula of parallel 
measurement in modified Heuristic Miner is written in (8). 

, 
where the symbols in (8) mean:  : parallel 
measure between b and c, split in a;  : frequency 
activity b is direct and indirect followed by activity c; 

 : frequency activity c is direct and indirect 
followed by activity b;  : frequency activity a is direct 
followed by activity b;  : frequency activity a is direct 
followed by activity c;  : frequency activity b 
is not followed by activity c; and  : frequency 
activity c is not followed by activity b. 

B. Discovering XOR, OR, and AND 
This section will describe the difference between Heuristic 

Miner and Heuristic Miner with modification. This paper 
changes not only Mining Parallel activity, but also modelled 
split and join for parallel activity which consist of XOR, OR, 
and AND. Discovering XOR, OR, and AND utilizes as in (9) 
and (10). 
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The interval for discovering XOR, OR, and AND are:. 

 XOR 

 
 

 OR 

 
 
 AND 

 
 

where the symbols in the (11), (12), and (13) are mean: 
 : average from the arc weight of dependency graph; 

 : arc weight of dependence graph;  : number of edges; 
 : average from parallel measure which is calculated 

from (8);  : Parallel measure from (8);  : number of 
parallel measure;  : positive dependency measure from 
dependency graph; and  : minimum value of 
positive dependency measure in matrix dependency measure. 

The average of parallel measure itself have rules when the 
value can be averaged together. Because in one model allows 
to have more than one parallel measurement.  

 The parallel measure which is averaged must be have 
same input or output activity. 

 The number of inputs and outputs of parallel processes 
which will be calculated the average should be the 
same. 

IV. EVALUATION 
The business process model which is used in this paper is 

modeled by YAWL. The YAWL model is shown in Fig 1. 
Business process model in Fig 1 has five activity, namely A, B, 
C, D and E. 

 
Fig. 1. YAWL OR Model 

Business process model can produce event log. Using YAWL 
simulation Fig. 1 can produce event log (L) as in the Table III. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE III.  EVENT LOG 

 
L = {(A,B,C), (A,B,D,E,C), (A,D,B,E,C), (A,D,E,B,C), 
(A,B,D,E,D,E,C)} 

A. Mining Using Modified Heuristic Miner 
Event log Table III is discovered using modified Heuristic 

Miner as follows: 

1) Mining Dependency Graph 
The first step is to create matrix dependence relation 

frequency activity in event log. The event log above can 
produce matrix described in Table IV. 

TABLE IV.  MATRIX FREQUENCY DIRECT SUCCESSOR 

Activity A B C D E 
A 0 3 0 2 0 
B 0 0 2 2 1 
C 0 0 0 0 0 
D 0 1 0 0 4 
E 0 1 3 1 0 
The second step is to count dependency measure using (2). 

From the Formula can produced matrix dependency measure 
like in Table V. 

TABLE V.  MATRIX DEPENDENCY MEASURE 

Activity A B C D E 
A 0 0.75 0 0.667 0 
B 0 0 0.667 0.25 0 
C 0 0 0 0 0 
D 0 -0.25 0 0 0.5 
E 0 0 0.75 -0.5 0 
The third step is to determine the threshold. This step needs 

average and standard deviation of positive dependency 
measure calculated from the matrix dependency.  

 Average of positive dependency measure = 0.64 

 Standard deviation of positive dependency measure = 
0.19 
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Average and standard deviation of positive dependency 
measure in matrix dependency is used to make interval of 
Relative-to-best threshold. Relative-to-the Best Threshold 
Suggested Interval is average of positive dependency measure 
minus standard deviation of dependency measure. 

With the threshold are:  

 Value of Relative-to-best threshold is calculated using 
(3). 

Relative-to-best threshold = 0.54  

 Positive to the best threshold use the minimum 
dependency of matrix frequency direct successor. 

Positive observations threshold = 1 

 Value of Dependency threshold is calculated using (4). 
Dependency threshold = 0.45 

These threshold can indicate the dependency relation 
between activities which will be accept. The relation of activity 
which has dependency measure more than or same with 
dependency threshold, the relation of the activity which has 
frequency more than or same value of Positive observations 
threshold, and the relation of activity which has difference 
value with the max dependency measure is lower than RTB. 

Dependency graph can be modelled as in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Dependency Graph 

2) Checking Short Loop (Length One Loop dan Length 
Two Loop) 

Equation (5) uses to calculate matrix Length One Loop. 
This model does not have short loop because all of value in 
frequency short loop are zero. Length Two Loop needs matrix 
frequency for Length Two Loop to calculate Dependency 
Length Two Loop. Matrix frequency Length Two Loop (Table 
VI). 

TABLE VI.  MATRIX FREQUENCY LENGTH TWO LOOP 

Activity A B C D E 
A 0 0 0 0 0 
B 0 0 0 0 0 
C 0 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 0 1 
E 0 0 0 1 0 
Then using Length Two Loop Formula in (6), we can get a 

matrix as shown in Table VI. 

 

 

TABLE VII.  MATRIX DEPENDENCY LENGTH TWO LOOP 

Activity A B C D E 
A 0 0 0 0 0 
B 0 0 0 0 0 
C 0 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 0 0.667 
E 0 0 0 0.667 0 
From Table VII, we can know that Length Two Loop DED 

is contained in the model. Hence the model can be described in 
Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Dependency Graph with Length Two Loop 

3) Mining Parallel Activity 
The first thing to do is to create causal matrix (Table VIII). 

TABLE VIII.  CAUSAL MATRIX 

 
Since there are input output which have more than one 

activity, then the parallel activities are , 
, and  .In this case activity E has input 

D besides output D. and when short loop checking DED is 
indicated as short loop, so E to D do not use split because 
include in short loop, so  does not use split. Parallel 
measure is calculated using (8). 

 = 0.57 

  = 0.57 
Then check both of the parallel measurement can be 

averaged or not. Because the input output has one same activity 
and the number of input output activity is same, the parallel 
measurement can be averaged. 

Determining XOR, OR, and AND use (11), (12, (13). 
Equation (11), (12), and (13) need average of dependency 
measure in dependency graph, limit of dependency measure in 
dependency graph. Average of dependency measure using (9) 
= 0.72. Limit of dependency measure using (10)  = 0.25. The 
average of parallel measure is 0.57. Equation (12), (13), and 
(14) show split and join that used in this model is OR. 
Therefore the model become as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Final Model from Modified Heuristic Miner 

B. Mining Using Existing Heuristic Miner 
Event log Table 3 is discovered using existing Heuristic 

Miner with same RTB, PO, and DT will produce same 
dependency graph like Fig. 2 and same causal matrix like 
Table 8, but the calculation of parallel measure is different. 
Existing Heuristic Miner use (7)  to calculate parallel measure. 

 = 0.67 

  = 0.33 
Using the rule of existing Heuristic Miner, if the parallel 

measure is more than zero then the split and join which is used 
is AND. Therefore the model which is discovered using 
existing Heuristic Miner become as shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Final Model from Existing Heuristic Miner 

The experiment model which is produced event log use 
split and join OR but existing Heuristic Miner cannot discover 
split and join OR therefor final model from existing Heuristic 
Miner using split and join AND. Process discovery which use 
existing Heuristic Miner is fail because split and join which is 
use from experiment model and model from process discovery 
event use existing Heuristic Miner is different. 

V. CONCLUSION 
It has been shown that the modified Heuristic Miner can 

discover business process which contains parallel OR, which 
cannot be discovered by the existing Heuristic Miner. The 
algorithm of the modified Heuristic Miner to discover a model 
is similar to that of the Heuristic Miner; whereas the difference 
is in the mining of parallel activities. The modified Heuristic 
Miner uses both direct and indirect activities. The parallel 
activity are taken from the causal matrix which has been 
counted then parallel measure is counted using (8). Hence, the 
threshold intervals of average parallel measurement is used to 
decide the types of parallel split and join. The results show that 

the modified Heuristic Miner can discover correct models 
which contain parallel XOR, AND, and OR.  

Our future research will focus on the limitation of handling 
noise in both the modified and existing Heuristic Miners, 
which are about noise, model of noise and the maximum 
number of noise which can be handled by the modified 
Heuristic Miner. 
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